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Abstract
The host-associated microbiome plays a significant role in health. However, the roles of factors such as host genetics and
microbial interactions in determining microbiome diversity remain unclear. We examined these factors using amplicon-based
sequencing of 175 Thoropa taophora frog skin swabs collected from a naturally fragmented landscape in southeastern Brazil.
Specifically, we examined (1) the effects of geography and host genetics on microbiome diversity and structure; (2) the structure
of microbial eukaryotic and bacterial co-occurrence networks; and (3) co-occurrence between microeukaryotes with bacterial
OTUs known to affect growth of the fungal frog pathogen Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (including anti-Bd bacteria commonly
referred to as “antifungal”). Microbiome structure correlated with geographic distance, and microbiome diversity varied with
both overall host genetic diversity and diversity at the frog MHC IIB immunity locus. Our network analysis showed the highest
connectivity when both eukaryotes and bacteria were included, implying that ecological interactions occur among Domains.
Lastly, anti-Bd bacteria did not demonstrate broad negative co-occurrence with fungal OTUs in the microbiome, indicating
that these bacteria are unlikely to be broadly antifungal. Our findings emphasize the importance of considering both Domains
in microbiome research, and suggest that probiotic strategies for amphibian disease management should be considered with
caution.

Introduction
The host-associated microbiome has recently captured the attention of researchers seeking to understand
and predict disease-associated wildlife population declines. In particular, research on the skin microbiome
is burgeoning in the field of amphibian disease, in which a majority of studies focus on the skin disease
chytridiomycosis caused by the pathogenic chytrid fungus Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis(Bd ). Bd and
other pathogens have been linked to severe amphibian declines around the world since at least the 1970s
(1–4). In some regions, however, declines have not been observed. Plethodontid salamander populations
from the Eastern United States showed no evidence of disease-associated declines despite the presence of
Bd in the environment (5). In a series of foundational studies, many of which were performed in vitro
, bacteria cultured from salamander skin were correlated with reduced disease risk (6–8). Further studies
pointed to antifungal bacterial metabolite production as the main mechanism behind this correlation between
bacteria and reduced disease risk (7,9,10). These findings among others gave rise to interest in characterizing
amphibian microbiome bacteria as a means to determine Bd susceptibility, and in using “probiotic strategies”
(manipulating amphibian skin bacteria) to mitigate disease-associated amphibian declines (10–13).
However, despite a growing body of research on specificBd -inhibitory bacteria, much remains to be understood about the diversity and assembly of the overall amphibian skin microbiome, including the ecological
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roles of non-bacterial taxa (but see Kueneman et al. 2016; Kearns et al. 2017) and interactions between
microbiome bacteria and microeukaryotes other than Bd . A diversity of microeukaryotes including fungi,
microscopic metazoans, and protists have been identified on amphibian skin using high-throughput sequencing (16,17). In previous studies, fungi comprised the dominant eukaryotic taxon on adult amphibians (14),
and explained more variation inBd susceptibility than bacteria (15). Although little is known about the ecological roles of these fungi in the amphibian skin microbiome, symbiotic fungi are known to serve important
roles in protection against fungal pathogens in other host-microbial systems (Gao et al. 2010; Newsham
et al. 1995). Fungi also serve as hyperparasites,i.e. , parasites of pathogens/parasites. For example, the
cryptomycete fungus Rozella parasitizes chytrid fungi (20). Less is known about the symbiotic roles of hostassociated protists, although microbiome eukaryotes on the whole have been shown to impact health (21,22)
and immune function (23) in mammals. Thus, microbiome eukaryotes could be equally important as bacteria in determining disease susceptibility in vertebrates including amphibians. Without an understanding
of the interactions between microbiome eukaryotes and bacteria, it is impossible to predict the potential
microbiome-wide effects of proposed measures to manipulate bacteria to control Bd outbreaks.
In addition, few studies to date have examined the genetic mechanisms that determine animal microbiome
assembly and diversity. From research on mammals, it is known that microbiome assembly and diversity
can co-vary with overall host genetic diversity (24) as well as host immunogenetics (25,26), with the latter
relationship hypothetically resulting from interactions between immune cells and microbes including commensals and pathogens. In amphibians, previous studies have demonstrated that geography, host identity,
and developmental stage can influence microbiome diversity (27–29). Yet only a single study to date has
linked amphibian skin microbiome diversity with overall host genetic variability (29). Although no studies
have directly examined the relationship between immunogenetics and microbiome diversity or structure in
amphibians, results from an experimental study on the laboratory model frog Xenopus laevis suggest that
MHC (major histocompatibility complex) immunogenes may determine the ability of hosts to tolerate different microbes (30). The relationship between immunogenes and the amphibian host-associated microbiome
remains to be explored, and is increasingly relevant for wild amphibian populations threatened by emerging
disease.
In a number of amphibian species, genetic diversity has been compromised due to anthropogenic habitat
fragmentation (31). Although it is unknown to what extent habitat fragmentation impacts the amphibian
skin microbiome, genetic erosion in fragmented amphibian populations has been observed at neutral loci as
well as immunogenetic regions (17) which may have implications for microbiome structure (25). In addition,
fragmentation may cause a decline in microbial transmission, which in turn may alter microbial interactions
and networks in host-associated microbiomes. However, the effects of habitat fragmentation on wildlife
are subject to time lags (32); genetic erosion resulting from inbreeding may not be detectable for several
generations following habitat fragmentation, making the impacts on genetics and related factors difficult
to detect in recently fragmented populations. Historically fragmented populations offer an opportunity to
examine the effects of genetic erosion on the microbiome and broader animal health.
We evaluated the effects of long-term habitat fragmentation on the amphibian skin microbiome using a
historically fragmented model system in the Brazilian Atlantic Forest. This system consists of dozens of
land-bridge islands, which were naturally separated from the mainland 12,000-20,000 years ago via sea level
rise (33) and thus represent ancient forest fragments. Contemporary insular frog populations were once part
of contiguous coastal populations, and are now isolated to the islands (34,35). Using this geographic setting,
we examined the impacts of geography and host genetics on skin microbiome diversity and structure. We
used amplicon-based high-throughput DNA sequencing to analyze bacterial and eukaryotic microbes found
in skin swab samples collected from a single frog species (Thoropa taophora[Cycloramphidae]) found across
coastal mainland and island sites. The island populations of T. taophora have experienced fragmentationinduced genetic erosion at both neutral and immunogenetic loci (17,35), offering an opportunity to examine
the relationship between host genetic diversity and microbiome diversity and structure. We compared the
bacteria we recovered from T. taophora skin swabs to a database of amphibian microbiome bacterial isolates
that have been previously categorized as Bd inhibitory, Bd enhancing, and having no effect on Bd . This
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allowed us to test for corresponding ecological relationships between these bacteria and other microeukaryotes
found in the T. taophora microbiome. Our study was designed to address the following research questions:
(1) Does geography and/or host genetic diversity structure the microbiome community? (2) How is bacterial
diversity and community assembly related to microeukaryotic diversity and community assembly in the skin
microbiome? (3) Do bacteria that affect Bd growth have predictable associations with other microbiome
eukaryotes?
Methods
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Study system and field sampling
The focal species for this study is Thoropa taophora, a cycloramphid frog with a unique tolerance for coastal
habitat that allows a wide distribution across the coastal Atlantic Forest of São Paulo State (36). Adult
T. taophora frogs (n=175 total) were sampled from each of ten study populations: seven island populations
and three coastal mainland populations (Fig. 1, Table 1). Genetic diversity is lower in island T. taophora
populations relative to coastal mainland populations, both at neutral (microsatellite) loci (35) as well as at
the MHC IIB immunogenetic locus (17). To examine how host genetics impact skin microbiome diversity,
skin swab samples were taken from the same individuals that were previously genotyped at MHC IIB (see
Belasen et al. 2019). Frogs were thoroughly washed with sterile (autoclaved) distilled water and then swabbed
on the ventral surface using standard protocols that minimize cross-contamination (37). DNA was extracted
from swabs using a Qiagen DNeasy Blood and Tissue kit.
Microbiome Sequencing and Bioinformatic Processing
Individual swab DNA extracts were barcoded, pooled and sequenced on the Illumina MiSeq platform (250 bp
paired-end reads) in two assays: (1) barcoded 16S primers (515F and 806R) (38) were used to examine bacterial diversity; and (2) barcoded 18S v4 primers (TAReuk454FWD1 and TAReukREV3) (39) were used to
examine microeukaryote diversity. 16S libraries were constructed at the Universidade Estadual Paulista (BR)
and sequenced at the Tufts University Core facility (USA) while 18S library preparation and sequencing was
performed at the University of Michigan (USA). Negative (template-free) controls were run simultaneously
with each sequencing library to ensure there was no contamination from PCR or sequencing reagents.
Sequences were quality-filtered and processed using the Quantitative Insights into Microbial Ecology (QIIME)
MiSeq pipeline using default settings (40). As no mock community was included as a positive sequencing
control, low abundance OTUs were filtered from the dataset using a conservative abundance threshold
(<0.005% of all reads) (41). Sequences were clustered into operational taxonomic units (OTUs) using a 97%
similarity threshold and compared against reference databases (rdp GreenGenes for 16S, Silva 97 for 18S) to
assign taxonomy using the BLAST search algorithm. Chimeras were identified and filtered using UCHIME2
(42). For 18S data, sequences assigned to frog or other non-target non-microbial species (e.g. , Streptophyta)
were filtered from the dataset. Sequences were rarefied to 1000 per sample for 18S data and 2000 per sample
for 16S data. These values were selected based on visual examination of histograms and read accumulation
curves constructed for all samples.
To infer ecological effects of bacteria on fungi and protists, bacterial OTU representative sequences from the
T. taophora samples were compared against a reference database containing bacteria that were previously
isolated from amphibian skin and evaluated for effects onBd growth in co-culture experiments (43). The
BLAST algorithm was implemented and an E-value threshold of E < 1e-20 was used to identify OTU matches
with the reference database. Matching T. taophora skin bacteria were categorized as Bd enhancing,Bd
inhibiting, or having no effect on Bd growth.
Data Analysis
To evaluate overall patterns of microbiome alpha diversity, t-tests and Mann-Whitney U tests were performed
to compare total observed eukaryotic or bacterial OTUs across site types (island vs. mainland) or MHC IIB
genotypes (homozygote vs. heterozygote) in SPSS (vrs. 22). Analyses of microbiome community structure
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(beta diversity) were conducted using Mantel tests of community dissimilarity vs. geographic distance or
genetic distance (FST ) implemented in the ade4 package of R (vrs. 1.7-11) (44–47).
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To examine associations between microbial communities and geography or host frog MHC IIB genotype,
data were statistically analyzed and visualized using packages implemented in Python (vrs. 2.7.13) and
Matplotlib (48,49). Associations between microbial communities and geography or frog MHC IIB genotype
were determined by simulating an expected null distribution of host frog microbiomes. To create the null
distribution, a two-column data table was first created with column 1 being the site type (island or coastal)
or MHC IIB genotype (heterozygous or homozygous) of a host frog and column 2 being one microbial OTU
found on that frog. After the data table was populated for all frogs and microbes in the dataset, column 2
(microbial OTU) was held constant while column 1 (site type or frog genotype) was shuffled randomly. This
was repeated 1000 times to create two sets of random microbial occurrence distributions, one for analysis
of microbial associations with site type and a second for analysis of microbial associations with host frog
genotype.
Co-occurrence between microbial OTUs within and among domains (Bacteria vs. Eukaryotes) was analyzed
with a third null distribution of microbial communities. Because of potential site effects on microbial presence
and community structure (e.g ., some microbes only co-occur on frogs because the microbes themselves
solely occur at the same subset of sites) and site-MHC IIB genotype interactions (as homozygotes and
heterozygotes are not evenly distributed across sites or site types; Table 1), an expected null distribution of
microbes accounting for site-specific presence/absence of each microbe was created. This null distribution of
microbes was achieved through within-site randomization using MCMC edge swapping, a standard method
for network datasets (50–52). This method allows any configuration to be reached from any starting point,
and allows for even sampling along all allowed states as forward and backward swaps are equally likely. To
achieve this, first, two microbe-frog pairs were randomly selected (each pair consisting of a single randomly
selected microbial OTU found on a single randomly selected frog). Microbial OTUs were then swapped
between the selected frogs when three criteria were met: (1) the frogs were different individuals with the
same MHC IIB genotype (either both homozygous or both heterozygous); (2) the OTUs were different from
one another; and (3) neither frog already hosted the microbe it would receive via the swap. Microbe swapping
was performed with 1000 repetitions for each frog-microbe pair.
To test whether hypothesized bacterial effects on Bd extend to diverse microeukaryotic members of the
microbiome, bacterial OTUs that matched the Woodhams et al. (2015) database were binned according to
their hypothesized ecological significance with regard to Bd (Bd inhibitory, Bd enhancing, or no effect on
Bd ). The co-occurrences of bacteria within each category with microbiome eukaryotes were then compared
with the third null distribution of microbial OTUs.
For all microbial association/co-occurrence analyses, the probability of non-random microbial association/cooccurrence (p ) was calculated by comparing observed versus expected counts of microbial association/cooccurrence. P -values were evaluated at a significance level of α = 0.05. Using the results of the tests of
co-occurrences within and among all microbial taxa, network analyses were performed and visualized in
SciPy (53).
Results
Associations between geography, host genetics, and the skin microbiome
There were 845 microeukaryotic OTUs and 303 bacterial OTUs recovered across all samples after filtering and
rarefaction. Microeukaryotic diversity was positively correlated with bacterial diversity across all samples
(number of OTUs; Spearman’s ρ = 0.25, p < 0.001). Mantel tests revealed significant positive associations
between geographic distance and beta diversity in both eukaryotic and bacterial microbes: populations that
were geographically closer showed significantly more similar microbiome community structure (eukaryotic
taxa: r = 0.18, p < 0.05; bacterial taxa: r = 0.40, p < 0.01, Fig. 2). Neither MHC IIB genetic distance
nor neutral genetic distance (from microsatellite data published in Duryea et al. 2015) were associated with
microbiome community structure (p > 0.1 for all Mantel tests between 18S or 16S beta diversity and FST
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matrices for MHC IIB or microsatellites).
In the 16S bacterial dataset, Proteobacteria were dominant across all samples, both by number of OTUs and
sequence reads (Fig. 3A&B). Proteobacteria also formed the core bacterial microbiome across samples (Fig.
3C). Among the eukaryotic microbiota, fungi were dominant by both number of OTUs and sequence reads
(Fig. 3D&E). No core group of eukaryotic taxa was recovered, though some fungal OTUs were found in
approximately 50% of samples (Fig. 3F). These common fungal OTUs included Ascomycota, Basidiomycota,
and unidentified fungi.
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Bacteria diversity was similar across site types (Mann-Whitney tests, p > 0.05), but island frogs had fewer
eukaryotic OTUs than mainland frogs (85.5 OTUs on average on islands vs. 110.5 on average on the mainland;
Mann-Whitney test, U = 2,604, p = 0.001). However, site type was associated with variation in composition
of both bacteria and microeukaryotes (Fig. 4A&B). Eight bacterial groups were significantly associated with
site type: Cyanobacteria and Proteobacteria were statistically associated with coastal mainland sites, while
six bacterial groups were statistically associated with island sites. Among the microeukaryotes, Rhizaria,
Nucleariids, Ichthyosporeans, and Apusozoans were statistically associated with coastal sites while Fungi
and Apicomplexans were statistically associated with island sites.
While the number of bacterial OTUs was not significantly different between MHC IIB homozygotes and
heterozygotes (t-test, p > 0.05), MHC IIB homozygotes possessed fewer microeukaryote OTUs than MHC
IIB heterozygotes (16.6 on average on homozygotes vs. 29.7 on heterozygotes; Mann-Whitney U, U =
3,729.5, p < 0.01). However, this result could be confounded by differences across island and mainland
sites: both microbial community composition (Fig. 4A&B) and the number of MHC IIB heterozygotes and
homozygotes (Table 1) vary across site types. Therefore, the analysis of microeukaryote diversity against
MHC genotypes was repeated on a subset of the data only including individuals from mainland sites. MHC
IIB homozygotes possessed significantly fewer microeukaryote OTUs than heterozygotes when only mainland
frogs were included in the analysis (19.2 on average on homozygotes vs. 39.1 on heterozygotes; Mann-Whitney
U, U = 681.5, p < 0.01).
Microbiome community composition varied between MHC IIB heterozygotes and homozygotes for both bacteria and microeukaryotes when compared with null expectations based on genotype randomizations. MHC
IIB heterozygotes hosted significantly more unidentified Bacteria, Bacteroidetes, and Firmicutes, but fewer
Actinobacteria and Proteobacteria OTUs than homozygotes (Fig. 4C). In terms of microeukaryotes, MHC
IIB heterozygotes hosted significantly more OTUs belonging to the Ciliates, Rhizaria, and Stramenopiles,
but significantly fewer Fungi and Algae OTUs than homozygotes (Fig. 4D).
Microbial networks within and among domains
Separate networks were constructed for bacteria and microeukaryotes based on tests of co-occurrence between
OTUs within and among taxonomic groups within Domains (Fig. S1). Network connections indicate that
taxa co-occur more frequently than expected by random chance. A dominant bacterial network assembled
that consisted of Firmicutes and Bacteroidetes at the center with connections to Fusobacteria, Spirochaetes,
Verrucomicrobia, Deferribacteres, and unidentified bacteria (Fig. S2). A second group was composed of
Gemmatimonadetes and Cyanobacteria. Actinobacteria and Proteobacteria did not form network connections with any other groups, although strong connections formed among OTUs within the Proteobacteria.
Within the microeukaryotes, only one small network formed that consisted of five taxonomic groups: Nonapicomplexan Alveolates were at the center of the network and formed connections with Apicomplexans,
Rhizaria, and unidentified microeukaryotes, which in turn connected with Nucleariids (Fig. S3). The remaining 16 microeukaryote taxa remained unconnected to the network, though there were strong connections
among OTUs within the Algae.
The construction of a cross-Domain network revealed a greater number of connections among groups than
either the bacterial or microeukaryotic network (Fig. 5). A majority of taxa (12/18) that had formed no
connections in the bacteria-only and microeukaryote-only networks formed connections with other taxa in
the overall microbial network. Specifically, these newly connected taxa included the two previously uncon-
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nected bacterial groups, Actinobacteria and Proteobacteria, and 10/16 previously unconnected microeukaryote groups.
Associations between microbiome eukaryotes and bacteria reported to inhibit, enhance, or have no effect on
Bd growth
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When T. taophora skin bacterial OTU representative sequences were compared against a published FASTA
of bacterial OTUs that were previously isolated from a diversity of live amphibians and tested against Bd
in co-culture inhibition experiments (Woodhams et al., 2015) nearly half (45%) of bacterial OTUs matched
OTUs in the database (Fig. S4). Tests of co-occurrence between eukaryote groups and these matched
bacterial OTUs revealed that enhancing, inhibitory, and no effect do not generally reflect the associations
of these bacteria with microeukaryotes generally or fungi specifically (Fig. 6). Bd enhancing bacteria were
negatively associated with the Ascomycota and Basidiomycota fungi, and also showed strong but marginally
non-significant positive associations with the Chytridiomycota and Choanoflagellates. Bd inhibitory bacteria
showed significant positive associations with the Cryptomycota fungi and Choanoflagellates, and significant
negative associations with the Basidiomycota fungi and other unidentified fungi. Finally, bacteria that were
previously found to have no effect on Bd were positively associated with the Ascomycota, Choanoflagellates,
and Rhizaria, and showed strongly but marginally non-significant positive associations with Algae, Amoebae,
Ciliates, and Ichthyosporeans.
Discussion
Amphibian skin microbiomes exhibited high microeukaryote diversity and were dominated by Proteobacteria
In this study, we examined amphibian skin microbiome structure and diversity with respect to geography and
host genetics. In analyzing both bacterial and microeukaryote sequences, we recovered microbial associations
with geographic and host genetic factors, as well as unexpected patterns of microbial co-occurrence across
domains. The diversity of microeukaryotes we recovered is higher than that previously reported from other
wild frogs: we recovered 845 OTUs in our study compared with e.g. , 255 OTUs on Rana cascadae (16).
In contrast, the level of bacterial diversity we recovered is lower than has been previously reported: in
our study we recovered 303 bacterial OTUs compared with ˜600 OTUs on Rana italica in Federici et al.
2015). However, our recovery of bacteria from 11 phyla is within the range of taxonomic diversity previously
recovered from amphibian skin, with for example 10-18 bacterial phyla reported from three species (55).
Our analysis showed that total microeukaryotic and bacterial diversity were positively correlated across all
samples, which is a novel finding to our knowledge. It seems unlikely that this pattern is an artifact of
sequencing: different MiSeq runs (and different research facilities) were used to sequence microeukaryotes
and bacteria.
Proteobacteria were the most dominant bacterial phylum on T. taophora skin across all study populations,
in terms of both OTUs and reads (Fig. 3). This is similar to findings from bacterial microbiome studies of
other tropical post-metamorphic anurans (56–59). One hypothesis for the dominance of Proteobacteria on
frog skin is that many members of the Proteobacteria produce anti-Bd metabolites (60,61). The presence of
a high number of Proteobacteria on T. taophora skin could hypothetically contribute to the low apparent
susceptibility to Bd previously observed in this species (17). It is important to note however that the present
study is correlative; without experimental manipulations it is difficult to pinpoint which factors (e.g. , the
physiology of the skin, mucosal biochemistry, host-microbial evolutionary processes, or interactions with the
saline coastal environment) are responsible for the overwhelming dominance of Proteobacteria on anuran
skin.
Although bacteria were less diverse than microeukaryotes in our samples, bacteria could nevertheless dominate the skin microbiome according to microbial biomass, which we did not quantify in our study. Sequence
reads are sometimes used as a proxy for relative abundance, but this has been shown to be an unreliable
measure due to known sequencing biases among microbial taxa (62). It is possible that taxa representing
fewer OTUs (i.e. , bacteria) represent a higher proportion of microbial biomass, and this should be considered in interpretations of our results. Future research to address the relationship between microbial diversity
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and abundance could utilize high-throughput sequencing alongside quantitative analyses, for example quantitative PCR.
Microbiome structure varied with geography and host immunogenetics
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Geography was a significant factor in microbiome structure (beta diversity) for both bacterial and eukaryotic
microbes. However, microbiome structure was not associated with genetic structure of populations at either
neutral genetic markers or the MHC IIB immunogenetic locus. These results differ from a previous study on
the frog Amietia hymenopus, which showed opposite patterns: there were no geographic effects on amphibian
skin microbiome structure, but there was a significant association with population genetic structure (29). One
possible explanation for the discrepancy between our results and the results from A. hymenopus (barring host
identity factors) is that geographic structure in the host-associated microbial community is scale-dependent:
our study spans a larger geographic area (˜100 km compared with ˜4 km in Griffiths et al. 2018). In
addition, our study populations represent a set of connected mainland populations contrasted with a set
of island populations that have been isolated for 12,000-20,000 years. The lack of association with genetic
differentiation in our populations may be due to this relatively long period of divergence, or to isolation
between island sites resulting in different environmental availability of microbes.
Microeukaryote diversity was associated with host genetic diversity, with genetically impoverished island
populations possessing lower microeukaryotic diversity relative to coastal mainland populations (85.5 average
OTUs on islands vs. 110.5 in coastal sites). This difference in microbiome diversity could be due to a number
of factors, including less favorable environments or lower rates of host contact (i.e. , microbial transmission)
on islands compared with coastal sites. However, MHC IIB heterozygosity was positively associated with
microeukaryotic diversity even when only coastal populations were analyzed (19.2 average OTUs on coastal
homozygotes vs. 39.1 on coastal heterozygotes). Taken together, these results imply that genetic diversity
and/or MHC IIB genotype plays a significant role in determining microbiome diversity.
Microbiome structure also varied across site types and MHC IIB genotypes. Variation in microbiome structure among site types could be parsimoniously explained by variation in environmental filtering in coastal
vs. island sites. However, these differences may also be driven by island isolation favoring longer-dispersing
microbes, or alternatively by host genetic factors. The variation in microbiome structure across MHC IIB
genotypes, although weaker than the variation due to site type, may be a clearer example of associations
between endogenous host factors and the microbiome. Although MHC genes are thought to be primarily
involved in pathogen resistance, results from laboratory and field studies suggest that MHC genotype and
allelic composition can impact amphibian host-associated microbial assemblages (30,63). Together with our
finding that microbiome structure and diversity are influenced by MHC genotype, this suggests that immune
mechanisms conferred by MHC genes may influence the assembly of the overall microbiome.
Cross-Domain co-occurrence in the amphibian skin microbiome network
Our microbiome network analyses revealed a number of notable patterns. The bacterial network consisted
of a major and minor group, and the majority of microeukaryote groups did not form significant connections
in the eukaryote-only microbial network. However, in the overall microbial network, a number of microbial
groups exhibited cross-Domain co-occurrence: a majority of previously unconnected microeukaryote groups
(10/16) and both previously unconnected bacterial groups became connected in the overall microbiome
network. To our knowledge, ours is the first study to demonstrate these cross-Domain network connections
in the amphibian skin microbiome.
One important implication of this result is that ecological interactions may exist between microbiome bacteria
and eukaryotes that may significantly impact microbiome assembly. It is currently unclear how widespread
these associations are, as previous studies that have examined both bacteria and microeukaryotes on amphibian skin have focused on taxon-specific associations, namely betweenBd -inhibitory bacteria and fungi
(14), and between Bd and either bacteria or microeukaryotes (16). While potential antagonistic interactions with Bd have been the focus in cross-Domain research on the amphibian skin microbiome, microbial
interactions can occur across the spectrum of biological symbioses (reviewed in 64). Mutualistic interactions
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between bacteria and microeukaryotes have been documented in other systems, for example mycorrhizaehelper bacteria are known to indirectly facilitate plant-fungal interactions in the multitrophic mycorrhizal
complex (65). An alternative explanation for our network analysis results is that bacteria and eukaryotes
positively co-occur due to co-filtering via specific host, environmental, or other exogenous factors unrelated
to microbial interactions. Further research is needed on cross-Domain microbial co-occurrence patterns,
microbial interactions and their implications for amphibian host health.
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Bd inhibitory and enhancing bacteria have variable effects on microbiome fungi and protists
Our dataset included a number of bacteria previously shown to inhibitBd , which have been generally termed
“antifungal” in the literature (38) although empirical support for this broad designation comes from only
a single study (14). Bacteria with previously demonstrated effects on Bd growth did not show general
patterns with T. taophora skin microbiome eukaryotes. Bacteria previously found to enhance Bd growth
were positively associated with the Chytridiomycota more broadly, although Bd was not present in our
18S dataset. However, these bacteria were negatively associated with Ascomycota and Basidiomycota fungi.
Perhaps more critical are the relationships with Bd inhibitory bacteria, as these bacteria have been proposed
for use in probiotic treatments for the management ofBd infections (11,66). Bd inhibitory bacteria showed
weak positive associations with Cryptomycota fungi and significant negative associations with Basidiomycota
fungi and other unidentified fungi in the T. taophora skin microbiome. Bd -inhibitory bacteria were also
positively associated with Choanoflagellates, and showed strong though non-significant positive associations
with the Zoopagomycota and Ichthyosporea.
Our results suggest that probiotic treatments in wild populations may have unintended consequences for
microbiome stability. According to our analyses, specific attempts to increase Bd inhibiting bacteria and/or
reduce Bd enhancing bacteria in wild frog populations could have unwanted effects, such as potentially reducing fungi in the Dikarya (Ascomycota and Basidiomycota) that are known to benefit amphibian health
(Kearns et al. 2017), and/or augmenting poorly studied parasites such as Ichthyosporea protists (67) and
fungi including Ascomycota and Zoopagomycota (68,69). These hypothetical effects warrant further study,
for example through culture-based or in vivochallenges between proposed probiotic bacteria and these potentially impacted microeukaryotes.
Limitations and future research priorities
Taken together with recent studies (15,16), our results suggest that focusing only on bacteria provides an
incomplete picture of the host-associated microbiome. Granted, as in many other amphibian microbiome
studies (14,38) our study presents microbes at a relatively coarse phylogenetic resolution (generally phylum
level). Very large differences in ecology and environmental requirements likely exist between OTUs within
these higher-order classification levels, thus the patterns we detected may change with higher-resolution
taxonomic data. With advancing technology allowing for increased sequence length (e.g. , third-generation
sequencing), more efficient microbiome analysis pipelines, and well-curated reference sequence databases,
future cross-Domain microbiome research at higher taxonomic resolution should be prioritized.
Our results imply that host immunogenes play a role in structuring the amphibian skin microbiome. Furthermore, our network analyses suggest that there may be important interactions between bacteria and
microeukaryotes that have been missed by previous microbiome studies focusing on only one microbial Domain. Given the widespread use of bacterial probiotic treatments in humans as well as in domesticated and
wild animals (70–72) and the interest in expanding these strategies to wild amphibians (66), future studies
should prioritize advancing our understanding of interactions between microbiome bacteria and eukaryotes.
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